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Abstract-Practical implementation of low cost digital controller for
switched mode converters is feasible if the sampling rate is lower than
the switching frequency. However, a prerequisite for the development
of control algorithms for this mode of operation is the availability of a
low-frequency sampled-data model of the converter. A sampled-data
model of switched mode converter applicable for the low frequency
range is presented. The assumption made is that the sampling rate is
sufficiently high as dictated by the sampling theorem. It is shown that
the models are linear for small signal operation but represent a bilinear
system under large signal conditions. The models could be ~seful for
the design of microprocessor based controller for switched mode con-
verter, with improved transient response. Two examples of possible
applications of the model are discussed: as a fast and efficient time
domain simulator and as a tool for the analysis and design of a fast
turn-on boost converter.

design and analysis of microprocessor-based control of switched
converters has been developed.

<

II. GENERAL MODELS DERIVATION

The basis dc-dc switched converter is assumed to operate in
the continuous conduction mode with fixed switching rate and
variable duty ratio. The converter system is described by state
and switching equations as

X(t) = AONX(t) + BONU(t),

to + n .Ts :5 t < (n + D) .Ts + to,

X(t) = AOFFX(t) + BOFFU(t),

to + ( n + D) .Ts :5 t :5 ( n + I) .Ts + to,

X(to) = Xo.

n = O 1 2. ..
, , , OsDsl

where

X ( t) is the state vector;
U ( t ) is the power input vector;
Ts is switching period;
D is duty-ratio;
Xo is the initial conditions.
AON, A OFF'

BON, BoFF constant system's matrices.

To simplify derivation, synchronization between switching
and sampling frequencies is assumed, so T p = N .Ts where T p

is the sampling period and N is natural number. It is assumed
that zero order hold is used.

Discrete models are derived as follows.
Step 1: Assuming N = 1, T p = Ts and using general solution

of linear system we obtain a discrete model from (1):

X([i + I]Ts} = T(Ts, D) .X(iTs) + F(Ts, D) .U(iTs),

i = O 1 2 ... (2 ), , ,
where

T( Ts. D) = exp ( [ 1 -D] .Ts .AOFF) .exp (D .Ts .AON )

(3)

I. INTRODUCTION

p REVIOUS studies concerning modeling, analysis and con-
trol of dc-dc power converters [1]-[19] can be classified into

three fundamentally different approaches: I) averaging and
state-space averaging approaches; 2) discrete time, sampled-
data and numerical approach, 3) inregration of both discrete and

averaging techniques.
The first approach gives simple and accurate models at low

frequencies, but is inaccurate at high frequencies. The second
approach gives accurate models even for high frequencies but
it requires heavy computations as often encountered in numer-
ical analysis and simulation. The third approach gives simple
models and accurate enough behavior at frequencies lower than
half the switching frequency.

The results of the above mentioned investigations were used
to: 1) describe and analyze the behavior of the converters; 2)
design analog or analog-digital (not microprocessor-based) con-
trollers; 3) simulate and analyze by numerical methods con-
verters and regulators.

Microprocessor-based controllers are increasingly used in
control and power systems because of their low cost, flexibility,
programmability and their ability to handle simultaneously a
number of tasks. However, implementation of real time control
by inexpensive microprocessor is practical only if the sampling
frequencies is rather low. In such systems the sampling rate will
be lower than switching rate. However, control law algorithms
for such operation can be developed only after low-frequency
sampled-data models of the converters are derived.

Assuming that both sampling and switching frequencies are
higher than twice the natural frequency of the converter, a sim-
ple and accurate large- and small-signal models suitable for the F(T,. D) = exp ([1 -D] .T, .AOFF)

rDT,
.JO exp (AON .[D .T, -T]) BON dT
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From (10) and (12), the steady-state relationship is

-IXss = [1- Ao -Dss .Al] .[Bo + Dss .BI] .Uss (13)

where the sub ss denotes steady state (constant) conditions
Step 4: For small signal operation, assume:

U(k) = Uss + u(k),

D(k) = Dss + d(k),

X(k) = Xss + x(k). (14)

From (10)-(14) and by neglecting second-order terms the
small signal model is

x(k + I) = (Ao + A1 .Dss .Tp) .x(k)

+ Tp .(A1 .Xss + B1Uss) d(k)

+ Tp .(Bo + B1 .Dss) u(k),

k= O 12 ..., , ,

Assuming!c « Is, where !c is the comer frequency of the
converter, linear approximation of the exponential terms in (3)
and (4) is used and by neglecting powers of T.f the following is
obtained:

F(D, T.f) = D .T.f .BON + (I -D) .T.f .BOFF (5)

T(D, T.f) = (I + T.f .AOFF) + (AON -AOFF) .T.f .D. (6)

It is important to notice that the approximate expressions in
(5) and (6) are the same as the approximate expressions ob-
tained in [II], [13].

It is easy to prove that if the sampling is performed at any

timepoint inside the switching interval, and the sampling and

switching frequencies are equal, then the sampled-data model
is the same as described in (5) and (6), if first order approxi-
mation of exponential terms is performed and powers of T.f are

neglected.

Step 2: Assuming N > I, Tp = N .T.f and following basic
digital control theory , the following discrete model is obtained
from (2) by incrementing iN times:

X([k + I] .Tp) = TN(D, T.f) X(kTp)

N-I
+ 2::: Ti(D, T..) .F(D, T.f) .U(kTp)

i-O

k=O,I,2,... (7)

Assuming /p > 2fc the following approximation is made:

Ti(D, T.f)

= 1 + i. AON .D .T.f + i. (I -D) .T.f .A OFF

Model (15) is a linear discrete system with two inputs u(k),
d(k), whose poles and zeros in Z-plane are functions of (Dss,
Xss, Uss) and Tp.

For n order system the model has, at the most, n poles and n
-I zeros in the Z-plane depending on the input to output path.

The sampled-data models in (10) and (15) are similar to the

sampled data models in [II] and [13], the only difference is that
the model in (10) and (15) describes the converter over N

switching cycles.
It is important to note that continuous time models can be

obtained from (15), (10) by using the Euler approximation
(8)

x(t) = x(k + I) -x(k)

Tp

which is similar to the models described in [1]. [7]. [4],

T'(D, T.) .F(D, T.)

~ D .T. .BON + ( 1 -D ) .T. .BoFF ( 9 )

Finally, by neglecting higher powers of T. the desired dis-
crete model is derived:

X(k + 1) = Ao .X(k) + Tp .Al .D(k) .X(k)

+ Tp .Bo .U(k) + Tp .B1 .D(k) .U(k)

k = 0, 1,2, ...

Y(k) = CTX(k) ( 10)

III. SPECIAL CASES AND DISCUSSION

Special cases are discussed to derive properties of commonly
used switched model converter topologies.

Case 1: A = AON = A OFF, BON = BoFF = B, D = lor 0.

From (10) or (15) we obtain

X(k + I) = (1 + Tp .A)
X(k) + Tp BU(k) ( 16)where

System in (16) is discrete time linear system obtained from
continuous time system

Ao I + Tp .AOFF;

A1 AON -AOFF;
X(t) = AX(t) + BU(t)

(17)

by using the approximation

X(t) = [X(k + I) -X(k)]/Tp
(18)

which is familiar' from control theory .
Case 2: AON = A OFF = A, BON = B, BoFF = 0, (for exam-

pIe, buck converter). From (10) and (18) we obtain

B, BON -BoFF;

Bo BOFFo ( II )

Y ( k ) is the power output and C T is a constant vector that relates

X(k) to Y(k) at the sampling instants.
Model in (10) is a bilinear discrete system which is relevant

for large signal operation and analysis, under the above stated

assumptions .
Step 3: For constant steady state, if exists, ( Uss, Dss, Xss),

X(k + 1) = (1 + Tp .A) .X(k)

+ Tp .B .D(k) .U(k).
X(k + I) = X(k) for all k. ( 12) ( 19)
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The autonomous behavior of the model is independent of D,
but the power input gain is linear function of D(k). D(k) .
U(k) is the average value of the squared signal D(t) .U(t),
where D(t) is the switching function.

From (15) and (18) the small signal model is
-=

x(k + 1) = (1 + TpA) .x(k) + Tp .B. Uss .d(k)

r-.[J
~

~~

"2.2Kn

+ Tp .B .Dss " u(k). (20)

This is a linear system with fixed poles in the Z-plane its power
input gain is a linear function of Dss, and duty-ratio input gain
is linear function of USS"

Case 3: AON * A OFF, BON = BoFF = B, (21 )

(for example a boost converter).
From (21) and (10) the large signal model is

X(k + I) = Ao " X(k) + Tp " At" D(k) " X(k)

+ Tp .B " U(k). (22) Fig. I. Circuit diagram of experimental boost converter .

The states and system's matrices definitions were

XI = iL; X2 = vc; U = V g;
(24a)

RL + RT

L

The system still is bilinear, but the power input gain is inde-
pendent of D.

From (21) and (15) small signal model is

x(k + I) = (Ao + Tp .Dss .A) ) .x(k)

+ Tp .Al .Xss(k) + Tp .B .u(k). (23)

B= [~].

0

AON =

0
C(Ro + Rc)

RL + RcIlRo + RD

L
R()

L(Ro + Rc)

This is a linear system whose poles are a functions of Dss, its

duty-ratio input gain is linear with Xss and its power input gain
is independent of Dss and Xss. As a result, zeros of the i transfer
function from d(k) to y(k) depend on Xss.

In all the above cases poles and zeros of small signal models
are functions of T p-the sampling rate.

In the following section we describe experimental measure-
ments and computer simulations that we performed to test the
validity and accuracy of the proposed model. In Sections V and
VI we present application examples to illustrate the advantages
and limitations of the proposed model. Finally, general conclu-
sions and suggestions are given in Section VII.

A OFF =

Ro
(Ro + Rc) .C C(Ro + Rc)

(24b)
Rc .Ro .D I

Vo ( K ) = R;"""+""R; iL(K) + r .~ .Vc(K:R"

(24c)

The numerical values of the components' parameters (viz:

resistances, capacitance, etc.) were measured by various con-
ventional methods. It was found, however, that it is difficult to
obtain a good estimation of the parameters under the expected

large signal working conditions. This is especially true for the
parasitic resistances RL, Ro, RT and Rc (inductor, diode, tran-
sistor and output capacitor resistances, respectively). Conse-
quently, the following numerical values of the circuit parameters
should be considered as a first order "estimate:

L = 0.42 mH Vo = 0.2 V C = 1.450 mF

RT=0.20 RL=0.70 Ro=0.10 Rc=I.180

Ro = 118 O

Results obtained by precise (fourth order) simulation and the
proposed bilinear model were found to be in good agreement
with negligible differences (Fig. 2). The simulation results for
Vo were also close to the actual measured response except, of
course, for the switching ripple (Fig. 2). Some differences are

IV. MODEL VERIFICATION BY HARDWARE AND

COMPUTER SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

The boost converter, described in Fig. 1, was used to test the
proposed model. Switching frequency ( is) was 60 kHz and
sampling frequency (/P) was 4 kHz, i.e., N = 15. The sys-
tem's bandwidth ( ic), as measured by a Hewlett Packard (Palo
Alto, CA) HP3562A Dynamic Analyzer, was found to be
about 1.5 kHz. The experimental sampling and monitoring sys-
tem consisted of a Metrabyte (Taunton, MA) DASH-16F inter-
face board that was plugged into an IBM XT personal computer.
The computer-based system was used to excite and record the
response of the boost converter to duty-ratio steps. The mea-
sured responses were compared to the responses of computer
simulations that were carried out in two ways: by using the pro-
posed bilinear large-signal model given by (22), and by a more
precise numerical evaluation of the discrete state equations [9] ,
[10]. The latter was carried out by setting!s = /p and by using
fourth order polynomial approximation of the terms:

exp {AON .D .Ts}, exp {AOFF .D' .Ts}, D' = I -D,

of (3) and (4),
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2) The model is directly compatible with discrete systems
and can therefore be used to simulate the performance of open
and closed loop digitally controlled switch mode systems.

3) The proposed model can be used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of digital control law algorithms for switch mode sys-
tems in which the sampling rate is lower than the switching rate.

The above considerations imply that for many present day
and most future systems, simulation by the proposed low fre-
quency sampled data model is permitted. As shown below, this
approach requires a much reduced computing power and the
simulation can therefore run faster.

45

4

3

~ 3

o 2
>

20

15

10
50 100 150

Time [me]

(a) A. Limitation of Simulation by Proposed Model

Due to its sampled nature, the model cannot describe the be-
havior of the switched system within the sampled interval.
Hence, the model cannot predict high frequency processes and
cannot be used, for example, to simulate converters with large
bandwidth or to design controllers for suppressing high fre-
quency noise or transients. The model cannot be used to predict
switching ripple and hence cannot be used for trimming the de-
vice-Ievel design. In its present form, the model is not appli-
cable to simulation of discontinuous operation mode but it could
be developed to include this mode of operation. Notwithstand-
ing the above limitation, the proposed model has several ad-
vantages over other simulation approaches.

3
.J
H

Time (me]

(b)
Fig. 2. Output voltage (a) and inductor current (b) response of boost con-
verter of Fig. I to duty-ratio (D) steps. Solid line: bilinear simulation;
broken line: precise (fourth order) simulation; curve with ripple: measured

response.

B. Comparison with Other Simulation Approaches

1) Comparison with a General Purpose Simulator: In gen-
eral purpose simulators (e.g., SPICE, ECAP, SIMNON, etc.)
the numerical analysis is carried out by small steps within the

switching cycle. Hence a tremendous amount of calculation has
to be carried out. Consequently, time domain simulation of
switch mode systems with slow transient response and high
switching rate becomes impractical due to the very long running
time required. To illustrate this point, consider an example in
which:

noted, however, between the simulated and measured inductor
current transient. The deviations are probably due to the rela-
tively poor estimates and nonlinearity of the resistances, induc-
tance and capacitance.

The results summarized in Fig. 2 seem to support the validity
of the proposed low frequency model as long as the sampling
theorem is fulfilled. It was found that if the theorem is not sat-
isfied (i.e. , the sampling rate is lower than twice the bandwidth
of the system) the model becomes inaccurate and unstable. As
long as the sampling theorem requirements are fulfilled, the
proposed low frequency, sampled data model can be used for
design, control and simulation of switch mode converters. Be-
low are some examples of possible applications of the model.

v. FAST TIME-DoMAIN SIr.:fULATION

The proposed model can be used for fast simulation of switch
mode systems in compliter-aided analysis and design, espe-
cially of digitally controlled systems. The proposed model is an
efficient and practical simulation tool due to the reasons de-
scribed next.

1) In most switch mode inverters/converters, high switching
frequencies are desired to reduce size and interferences. The
technology of power semiconductors is indeed advancing to
permit the realization of even faster low loss switches. Conse-
quently, this assumption that the switching frequency ( I. ) is
much higher than the effective bandwidth of the system ( fc) is

already fulfilled in present practical systems and will certainly
be so in most future systems.

l' = 50 kHz. l' =
2 kHz.Js , Jc ,

/p = 5 kHz, which implies N = 10.

Using a general purpose simulator which divides each
switching interval to 10 steps, a total of 5 .10 .104 = 5 .105
calculations points are required to simulate one second of real
time. Simulation by the proposed bilinear model will require
only 5 .104/10 = 5 .103 calculation points. If simple Euler

integration is used by the general purpose simulator (which is
similar to the linearization employed in developing the pro-
posed model) then the simulation by the bilinear model will
require about 1/100 of the running time needed by a general
purpose simulator. In most cases, general purpose simulators
use more elaborate integration methods (4th oriier Runge-Kutta,
Simpson and predictor-correctors etc.) and hence the time sav-
ing when using the proposed method might be even larger .

2) Comparison with Discrete and Sampled Data Models and
Simulation: In all previous proposed discrete models, solutions
were obtained for each switching cycle [7]-[19]. Hence the cal-
culation time for both large and small signal simulation is at
least N times longer than the simulation by the proposed bi-
linear model. Other investigators solved analytically the state
equation for each switching period and then used the closed
form solution for time-domain simulation [14], [15]. Notwith-
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standing the difficulty of obtaining a closed-fonn analytical so-
lution for each topology, this approach is still running the
simulation at the switching increments. Furthennore, the ana-
lytical expression will include exponentials which call for series
expansion and hence a more elaborate numerical calculation for
each point. Albeit infinitely precise the closed-fonn analytical
solution approach is not an efficient simulation approach.

:?::

c
>

VI, FAST" CHARGING OF OUTPUT CAPACITOR

As an illustration for possible application of the proposed
model as a design tool we consider the problem of output volt-
age tum-on transient, In many applications, fast output capac-
itor charging is highly desirable. Many practical systems use
step-up converter (e.g, , boost, flyback) to charge an output ca-
pacitor and many times the rate at which full charge is achieved
is critical (e,g. in defibrillator), To examine this' problem we
consider the given boost converter and apply the proposed bi-
linear model to analyze its transient tum-on response in which
the output capacitor is charged from zero to a given final volt-

age. Following the analysis a simple digital control strategy is
used to help accelerate the charging process,

3
-J
H

0 20 40 60 80 100
T1me [ms]

(b)

Fig. 3. Output capacitor voltage (a) and inductor current (b) responses of
boost converter to duty ratio steps. Simulations are for converter in VI-B
but under assumptions of Case 2 given in Section VI-A.

A, Problem Formulation

The bilinear discrete model for a boost converter is derived

by using (22) and (24) for the sampling increments (K),

iL(K + 1) -iL(K)

Tp

RL + D' .RT + D'(Ro + RcIIRo»)
= -, .iL(K)

L

(25a)
D'. R-o V

(Ro + Rc) .L .Vc(K) + t

Vc(K + I) -Vc(K)

Tp

= Ro(l -D) .(Ro + Rc) .C .'L(K) - 1
C(Ro + Rc) .Vc(K).

initial small D's will cause a fast rise of Vc. However, small D
-~~ result in a low steady state voltage and therefore D must

be lneremented to approach an optimum over-all charging rate.
Case 2: Assume RL > RT, RD, Rc. For this case an analysis

similar to the one given above will reach similar conclusions.
Simulation results of these cases are given in Fig. 3.

Case 3: Assume RD, Rc, RL < RT. In this case, iL(K) is
more limited for large D's and the charging rate will therefore
be slower for higher D's.

Case 4: Assume Ro II Rc + RD > RL, RT. Here iL ( K ) is lim-
ited at low D 's but this effect is less prominent than in the first
case.

\---,

Case 1: Assuming RT = RL = RD = RL = O (ideallossless

components). Then, (25) becomes

iL(K + 1) -iL(K) = -(1- D) .V
( K ) + ! V

7: L c L 9
p

(26a)

Vc(K + 1) -Vc(K) =

Tp

(I -D) iL(K) -~ Vc(K)

C ICRo

(26b)

If Vc(K) < Vg or Vc(K) -.O V then (26) becomes

iL(K + 1) -iL(K) -~
V-9

L

(1- D)

(27a)
Tp

Vc(K + I) -Vc(K) ~ .
(K)7: C 'L .

p

Hence, ifD is large, Vc(K + I) will be small since iL(K)

is independent of D but Vc is proportional to ( I -D ). That is,

(27b)

B. Sequence for Fast Capacitor Charging

From the analysis of Section VI-A we conclude that the ap-
plication of a simple linear controller will have an ill effect on
the charging rate. Such a controlier will force an initial large D
in response to the large output error. But this is in conflict with
the required behavior for fast charging. In fact, if D = I, iL(K)
will increase to infinity while Vc(K) will be kept at zero. Soft-
start mechanisms can of course eliminate this problem but will
not necessarily produce the fastest charge rate. Furthermore,
this mechanism will have to be reactivated whenever the capac-
itor is discharged.

Using the proposed bilinear model we developed a simple
control law for fast charging.

1) If Vo(K) < E then D(K + 1) = Dmin;
2) If Vo(K) > a. Voss(D(K)), then D(K + 1) = D(K)

+ .8( 1 -D(K));
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It should be noted that although the overall behavior of the

suggested controller is similar to current mode control, the lat-
ter will not necessarily provide the desired performance. Con-

ventional current mode control includes voltage feedback.
Hence, during turn on, when the output of the error amplifier
is large, the controller will drive the duty cycle to maximum.
As already discussed, this will in fact slow the charging pro-
cess. Furthermore, analysis shows that a simple controller which
fixes the inductor current to a given constant value, will also
not necessarily ensure the fastest charging rate. It was found
that for any given system, there are unique solutions to the mag-
nitude of inductor current for the fastest charging rate. In the
particular case examined here, this value is about 10 A.

0 50 100 i50
Time [ms]

(a)

50 , ~ :
..

~ar"1able 1?/-::-
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301
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0
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0 50 100 150
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\b)

VII. CONCLUSION

It has been shoy!n that the proposed low frequency sampled
data models are efficient, simple and accurate for describing

practical converters at low frequency. The approach is useful
both for small signal and large signal analysis. In the latter case
the model is bilinear, whereas for small signals it reduces to a
linear discrete system.

Experimental measurements and computer simulation of the
responses to large steps of D in a boost converter demonstrate
the accuracy of the model at the tested low frequency region.

The bilinear model can be used as a simulation tool for fast
and efficient computer aided analysis and design. The main lim-
itation of the model is its restriction to low frequency range.
This limitation is alleviated by the present trend in technology
toward higher switching frequencies.

The applicability of the model for solving practical design
problems was illustrated by considering the problem of output
capacitor charging rate in a boost converter. It is shown that a
considerable improvement in charging rate can be achieved by
using a simple D control law. Other possible areas of applica-
tion of the proposed model include: analysis and design of dig-
ital control strategies for microprocessor based dc-ac inverters
and fast response programmable dc-dc converters.

3

..J
H

Time [ms]

(c)

Fig. 4. Effect of constant and programmable D's on charging rate of out-
put capacitor of boost converter. (a) Proposed D sequence. (b) Output volt-
age. (c) Inductor current.

3) IfVo(K) > (Voss -v), thenD(K + 1) = Dss;
where O = 0.65, .8 = 0.8, v = 0.5 V, E = 0.5 for a boost

converter with the following parameters:

C = 5 mF RL = 0.4 O Rc = 0.01 O Ro = 118 O

L = 0.45 mH RT = 0.03 O RD = 0.02 O Vg = 10 V

Simulation was carried out by the bilinear large signal model
to obtain the capacitor charging transient in three cases D ( K )
= 0.8 (constant), D(K ) = 0.9 (constant) and D(K ) according

to the proposed scenario (Fig. 4). It should be noted that the
proposed D sequence not only produces a short charging time
but also reduces the current level of the inductor and the switch.
Due to its simplicity the proposed control law is easy to imple-
ment by conventional low cost microcontrollers.
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